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Sinhala language (Indo-Aryan) pronunciation Sinhala phonology is similar to Sanskrit, the language from which it is derived. Sinhala has a schwa and is a tone language as opposed to an accent-based language such as English and German. The sinhala language mainly consists of 3 phonemes, consonants and vowels. These are the English consonants, B, P, T, K, and the vowels A, E, I, O, U, and the
English language consonant, Y. Consonants The Sinhala alphabet is a typical consonant-nucleus-consonant alphabet. Consonants in Sinhala undergo consonant gradation in a number of ways. Phonotactics provide relative positions of consonants. The languages that follow a typical alphabetic consonant array are alphabetic languages. Vowels Sinhala has a classical vowel system that is shared with

Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan languages. Sinhala lacks the short-a, long-a, and mute (IPA [j, i] and [ə, ɪ]) vowels found in other Indic languages such as Hindi. The vowels are distinguished as a, e, i, o, u. Vowels are pronounced long when they occur in a word's last syllable, words that begin with vowels are stressed, and the vowels are high-pitched, as opposed to the lower-pitched phonemic
versions, when occurring in the middle syllables, and with the exception of the mid-high, short-e vowel in general, the vowels are short, like their low-pitched phonemic counterparts. References Bibliography Category:Sinhalese language Category:Languages of Sri Lanka Category:Subject–object–verb languagesAugust 2018 Mammoths and giant bison did not die out at the same time as humans.

Many scientists have proposed a timeline for the extinction of these mammoth-like animals at about 16,000 years ago. These extinct species of fauna included American mastodon, mainland bison, American and mainland chevrotain, American donkey and American caribou. Mammoths and giant bison did not die out at the same time as humans. Many scientists have proposed a 3da54e8ca3
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